our company was established in 2012 aiming to provide to bus coach and truck owners a large range of parts and after sales services as well as selected used coaches and buses we provide all types and brands of parts for heating air conditioning door systems and pressurised air systems, bus leasing setra air conditioning foldable seats radio cd usb microphone traveling with hd models is characterized by spaciousness and comfort the experience begins with your entry into the bus the wide stairs and the elegant handrail make it enjoyable to board the bus for the uniform distribution of heating and air conditioning, if you own a coach or minibus you will realise how important air conditioning is in your vehicle for coaches keeping your passengers happy is the key to a successful journey and for going abroad in particular air conditioning is a must, here is the list of ads from category setra bus coach coming from germany please sort used setra bus coach by model price or the year of production please use the left hand side navigation to limit your search you can also broaden your search to setra bus coach coming from other countries, highend charter buses for sale leather outlets setra mercedes buses team buses executive coaches every option available are on these low mile coaches, used 2000 setra evobus setra s315nf in hagenow germany manufacturer setra mileage 835 000 km section auxiliary heating esp in accordance with our general and laid out terms and conditions without any guarantee amp warranty we can offer you the following vehicle without engagement until finalization err, here is the complete list of the used setra bus coach for sale if you are interested in any of the above used setra bus coach for sale click on the checkbox next to the advertisement and add it to your favourites or compare with other interesting offers, home used buses used coach buses interurban buses city buses double decker buses articulated buses school buses sightseeing buses used setra coach buses bova iveco man mercedes benz neoplan scania setra van hool vdl volvo , the passengers also have access to overhead lighting and air conditioning vents for each seat this setra has several flip down flat screen tv monitors throughout the bus the driver has a pa microphone which allows them to communicate with the passengers this bus also has a very nice lavatory on the back wall of the bus, you are here mascus canada gt trucks and trailers gt setra gt coach gt setra gt setra s515 gt setra s 515 hd 53 seats back to search results next previous edit see ad in mascus admin, setra 516 hdh this top class coach model has 50 seats but it variably offers an option of the club version with 4 tables providing more comfort in 42 seat version the ride experience is enhanced by the top sky panorama panoramic roof while the spacious luggage compartment has room for even the bulkiest items of luggage, 7 setra buses double decker offer used buy on truckscout24, the bus air conditioning refrigeration cycle component definitions the thermostat located in the interior of the vehicle calls for cooling based on a signal from the thermostat by means of an inter connecting electrical system the electromagnetic clutch on the compressor engages once engaged the compressor then circulates refrigerant through the system through inter connecting hoses, home used buses used interurban buses coach buses city buses double decker buses articulated buses school buses sightseeing buses trolleybuses used setra interurban buses iribus iveco man mercedes benz renault scania setra temsa toyota volvo , a breath of fresh air from kortrijk busworld is taking place in kortrijk belgium from 20 to 25 october with 350 exhibitors from 33 countries presenting their latest products it goes without saying that daimler buses will also be represented with its mercedes benz setra omni plus and busstore brands and will be showing its latest, air kona began its services in 1991 using buses from the neoplan in 1999 air kona purchased the first mercedes
benz turismo o350 shd buses in bulgaria in 2006 air kona gain bet on mercedes and bought the new and improved version of the turismo o350 shd, mascus has these setra s315 bus coach for sale this website uses cookies to remember your settings used setra s315 bus coach engine displacement 11967 colour beige body options abs retarder intarder air conditioning coaches 2004 511 565 km germany 29 054 gbp, used 2000 setra evobus setra s315nf in hagenow germany manufacturer setra mileage 835 000 km section auxiliary heating esp in accordance with our general and laid out terms and conditions without any guarantee amp warranty we can offer you the following vehicle without engagement until finalization err, setra s 415 416 nf air conditioning system konvekta spheros strak 1362 060 141 la16 0146 evobus man neoplan spareparts for bus air conditioning systems 5 www europart net electronic operating unit for air conditioning voltage 24 v suitable for order no comparative no, setra 415 coach bus setra comfortclass setra 415 coach bus see all photos interested in the ad contact the seller 1 15 pdf share seller s contacts 50 000 climatisation automatic air conditioning places 47 double windows rack for hand luggage sausage cooker chassis undercarriage 3 axles bus seats tables magazinenet footrests, technical description modern setra bus with 49 seats cd dvd mp3 player microphone air conditioning and more description if you are looking to hire a full bus in berlin for travel to any destinations in the eu the modern setra is a perfect choice, about the coach the s 516 hdh model is the happy medium of the top class and one the most popular setra coaches this is due to the carefully designed interior as well as the unusually large luggage compartment with enough space for bulky luggage, home used buses used coach buses interurban buses city buses double decker buses articulated buses school buses sightseeing buses used setra coach buses bova iveco man mercedes benz neoplan scania setra van hool vdl volvo , setra s 315 hdh 2 gthd 52 sitze schaltung klima hd grading 1 s 3 registration year 01 12 2000 engine mb fuel type diesel engine output 380 69 emission class euro 2 transmission 6 gangschaltung suspension type air air no of seats 52 engine displacement 14618 colour blau production country de body options arm rests cd folding seats air conditioning refrigerator, please call us at 1 800 231 7099 with any questions about this bus for sale or any buses for sale on our website if you are traveling from out of town we re happy to pick you up at the airport, setra topair air conditioning system integrated toilet 1996 the setra s 315 nf is voted bus of the year 96 2001 setra presents the topclass 400 specifications setra setra bus com, alibaba com offers 223 parts for setra products about 1 of these are other auto parts a wide variety of parts for setra options are available to you such as free samples paid samples, second hand setra s415 bus coach minibus for sale below are the classified ads of second hand setra s415 s 415 nf s 415 gt hd s 415 s 415 hd h bus coach minibus for sale view them by year of production price working hours or country to limit your search use the left side navigation, daimler owned setra has taken the wraps off the s 531 dt double decker bus featuring a low drag coefficient of just 0 35 a new benchmark for the segment, the s 511 hd club coach combines safety unless otherwise indicated all marks displayed on the evobus gmbh setra buses and coaches internet sites are subject to the trademark rights of evobus gmbh or daimler ag its model name plates and its corporate logos and emblems roof top air conditioning system, travel with style and safely with dibiasi park bus setra 431 seats 88 bus setup navigator air conditioning reclining and extendable seats mini bar 4 video dvd player cd player game table toilette ski rack luggage rack bus mercedes travego seats 58 bus setup navigator, all of these buses have wheelchair lifts many also feature extras like air conditioning tracked seating and seat belts these buses are in great shape ranging in model year from 2010 2015 very hard to find a wheelchair accessible full size school bus but here at busesforsale com we have what you need, the comfortclass hd models thanks to their large spectrum of lengths evobus gmbh setra buses and coaches is pleased to offer you an innovative and informative internet site we hope that you will be as enthusiastic as we are about this creative effort the topclass 500s heating and air conditioning concept was completely redesigned, the setra comfortclass s 407 is the hardest working setra ever built for north america from commuter travel to luxury group tours and charters the s 407 delivers quality luxury german engineering economical operating costs and a mercedes benz om 471, setra s416 gt hd merupakan salah satu produk bus yang menjadi inspirasi bagi karoseri karoseri di indonesia karena memang produk dari setra benar benar luar biasa dan kali ini karoseri indonesia mencoba untuk mereview comfort class setra s 416 gt hd yang merupakan produk setra yang sempat meledak di pasaran internasional, europart spare parts suitable for setra buses whether you need an engine braking system chassis vehicle equipment or electrical
system europart can supply you quickly and reliably with wearing parts and spare parts for the maintenance and repair of your setra bus, setra bus air con does anybody have wiring diagram of air conditioning in bus setra 216 hds year 1986 with wabco controller controller turn off air con all sensors is ok without wiring i have problem 05 09 2009 11 01 pm 2 frikkie view profile view forum posts view blog entries, here is the complete list of the used setra s417 s 417 gt hd s 417 hd h s 417 bus coach for sale if you are interested in any of the above used setra s417 s 417 gt hd s 417 hd h s 417 bus coach for sale click on the checkbox next to the advertisement and add it to your favourites or compare with other interesting offers, forever change the world of coaches and buses today setra still has a decisive influence on the image of high quality coach travel after all setra coaches are the air conditioning system and the refrigerator of your vehicle are filled with the refrigerant r 134a and contain a, setra s provides a wide range of high setra s provides a wide range of high accuracy pressure transducers monitors amp low pressure calibrators for critical applications in the hvac r industry about our srh humidity sensors come in wall duct and outdoor air options to protect critical processes and measures humidity levels to prevent, if you are looking to hire a full bus in krakow for travel to any destinations in the eu the modern setra is a perfect choice comfortable seats and lots of amenities will ensure you have comfortable trip modern setra bus with 49 seats cd dvd mp3 player microphone air conditioning and more, setra 511 hd the compact s 511 hd model is a popular club coach allowing a limited number of passengers to travel in comfort the smallest coach in the setra family 10 5 metres long it is much swifter more agile and easier to control whilst retaining all the features of an adult coach, used and new setra buses from netherlands air conditioner best offers of setra buses at truck1 air conditioner setra buses from netherlands for sale at truck1 european online marketplace of commercial vehicles, find used setra coach at mascus australia and contact the seller directly colour hopea body options on board computer cd gps retarder interdor air conditioning refrigerator arm rests driver s air conditioning driver seat air cushioned auxiliary heating reading lights load handling machines buses and coaches cargo and freight, used setra bus bus in newnan georgia united states for sale inspected and guaranteed 54 person capacity onboard lavatory air conditioning power mirrors automatic transmission 315 wheel base air suspension contact liz hernandez at 925 523 7326 or place offer above se habla espanol, guide for rescue services setra buses and coaches built during or later than 1995 edition 2008 contents setra rescue guide 1 contents contents 1 1 publisher s information 4 air conditioners acid leaks sharp edges metal parts shards of glass etc